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Ionic Allotropic Oxygen Therapy (IAOT)

IAOT generates two different types of allotropic oxygen made up of a mixture of different doses of IONIC 
OXYGEN and POLARIZED OZONE OXYGEN, starting from the medical oxygen contained in a cylinder.
Polarized allotropic oxygen is much more effective in treatment therapies because its molecules  contain 
natural binding agents: it is a low entropy gas.
Therapies applying polarized allotropic oxygen are used, with different therapeutic patterns, for treatment in 
the fields of:
 Bioenergy Medicine  Revitalizing Therapy  Aesthetic Medicine  Pain Therapy  Sports Medicine 
 Orthopedics  Dermatology

The two gases which go to make up the Polarized Allotropic Oxygen.
Polarized Ionic Oxygen (made up of oxygen negatively ionized and SINGOLETTI) plays an important role 
in  the  Organism  by  transferring  electromagnetic  energy  (  Biophontons)  to  the  metabolic  processes. 
Polarized Ionic oxygen offers the Organism the chance to normalise or to reduce those alterations in the 
catalyst  chain  by  working  on  the  metabolic  alterations  through  important  revitalization  properties  and 
stimulation of the healing processes of the Organism.
Polarized  Ozone contains  interesting  anti-infective/sterilizing  properties,  immunostimulators,  analgesics 
and Lipolytics.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
- concentrations of POLARIZED IONIC OXYGEN (OSP) : 100-11.500 negative ions/cc 
- concentrations of POLARIZED OZONE (O3P):  5 - 80 µgeq/cc                                    
- regulating concentrations OSP and O3P 
- selecting (optical alarm): IONIC OXYGEN P/ OZONE/P 
- flowmeter to test and regulate gas leaks 
- disconnectable electronic timer 
- electric valve driven manually or by timer 
- power supply: 220 volt 
- absorption: 40 VA 
- size: 54 x 35 x 19 cm 
- weight: 15 Kg

This apparatus is not a medical device and is in full compliance with current safety rules and regulations.



GEN3

GEN3  supplies selective concentrations of POLARIZED IONIC OXYGEN, POLARIZED OXYGEN-OZONE and 
programmed quantities of CARBON DIOXIDE beginning with the medical oxygen and carbon dioxide contained two 
cylinders attached to the device.
POLARIZED IONIC OXYGEN, POLARIZED OZONE OXYGEN and CARBON DIOXIDE have all got a synergic 
action and are used, with different therapeutic patterns, for treatment in the fields of:

Bioenergy Medicine  Revitalizing Therapy  Aesthetic Medicine  Pain Therapy  Phlebology
 Sports Medicine  Orthopedics  Dermatology

• Polarized Ionic Oxygen (made up of oxygen negatively ionized and SINGOLETTO) plays an important role in the 
Organism  by  transferring  electromagnetic  energy  (  Biophontons)  to  the  metabolic  processes.  Polarized  ionic 
oxygen offers the Organism the chance to normalise or to reduce those alterations in the catalyst chain by working 
on the metabolic alterations through important revitalization properties and stimulation of the healing processes of 
the Organism.

• Polarized  Ozone contains  interesting  anti-infective/sterilizing  properties,  immunostimulators,  analgesics  and 
Lipolytics.

• Carbon Dioxide in tissues causes 
1) Vasodilatation and the release of locking devices which regulate the microcircular flow. 
2) Reduction of the homoglobin affinity for oxygen with a consequent rise in the bioavailability of the oxygen itself 
towards the metabolic processes.
The carboxy therapy has a clear and trial tested pharmadynamic effect, it does not carry any side effects, it has a 
local action (it does not pass, for example, from vein to artery) and it does not require catabolic interventions of 
organ draining (with the consequent risk of hepatonephrotoxicity) .

TECHNICAL FEATURES
concentrations of IONIC OXYGEN: 100-11.500 negative ions/cc
concentrations of OZONE P (O3): 5 - 80 µgeq/cc
regulation of concentrations OSP e O3P 
setting CO2 amount/flow
selecting gas to supply (with optical alarm): Ionic oxygen and polarized ozone/carbon dioxide
molecular filters to treat gas in the cylinders
flowmeter to test and regulate gas leaks
disconnectable eletronic timer
electric valve driven manually or by timer
power supply: 220 volt
absorption: 40 VA
size: 54 x 35 x 19 cm
weight: 15 Kg

This apparatus is not a medical device and is in full compliance with current safety rules and regulations .
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